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Letter from the ISRP President
Dear Members,
As most of us are deep into the second or even third wave of
COVID-19, we continue to experience world-wide attention
to the various nuances of respiratory protection that is
unprecedented in our lifetimes. We are learning more every
day about the degree to which facial coverings and
respiratory protection for front-line workers and for the public
can make a difference in the transmission of the disease,
and how respiratory protection can be used as one element
of a suite of defences to be applied across the population.
Our members continue to play key roles in guiding
government policy by educating policy makers on the role of
respiratory protection in infection control, in new standards
for PPE, and in bringing new products to market. We have
been actively updating our website with current news and have added a section on International
Standards.
The ISRP, the Americas section, and the European section, have each put on successful
webinars relating to various aspects of the pandemic response: Public Health Emergency
Respirator Demand in the U.S.; the Americas response to the SARS-CoV2 outbreak; and
European response to the SARS-CoV2 outbreak. Links to these webinars and presentations
can be accessed by members at https://www.isrp.com/2020-webinar-recordings and we
encourage you to review their content if you were unable to attend. It is likely that there will be
more webinars to come, so keep checking our home page for news on this and other
information.
It’s been recognized that the use of different terms such as respirators, masks, facial coverings,
and what is in some regions called “source control”, causes potential confusion. From the
perspective of the ISRP, it is very important to understand and clarify the difference between the
type and magnitude of protection provided by respirators, surgical masks and community face
coverings. Members of the ISRP are supporting efforts to enhance clarity, and we thank you all
for your efforts in this area.
While COVID-19 might appear to be the only respiratory issue of note at the moment, we should
not forget other issues that have not gone away. The Health Interventions in Volcanic Eruptions
(HIVE) project, in which the ISRP participated, has published a supplement to the DISASTER
newsletter of the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO). The supplement summarizes the
research and key findings on preparing for, and protecting communities from, respiratory
exposure to volcanic ash. The ISRP will also be participating in a new project funded by UK
Research and Innovation called FACE-UP, with many of the same team members, looking at
strategies for reduction of children’s exposure to urban particulates.
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The ISRP biennial conference, which had been scheduled to be held in Oxford UK September
2020, has again been postponed out into 2024. I thank the European Section Conference
Committee for working very hard to deal with the continued issues that the high levels of
COVID, including the new variant, are causing. We are currently looking at the impact on
conference scheduling and future webinars going forward and more will follow as this unfolds.
Amidst all of this, our biennial change of leadership has occurred at our fall (virtual) International
Society Board meeting. We would like to thank our past-president Michael Parham for his
stalwart leadership and continuing huge contribution to our Society as he retains his role of
Webmaster and has provided the technical running of our webinars. We encourage all of our
members to provide us with news updates on anything related to respiratory protection, and we
hope to continue to amplify the use of our website and our LinkedIn page
(https://www.linkedin.com/company/international-society-for-respiratory-protection/)
as
communications tools for the post-COVID era to keep us all connected. We ask all of our
members to promote our society to anyone newly joining our field, as a valuable community of
like-minded individuals looking to advance the field of respiratory protection.
Sincerely,
Eva Dickson
President, ISRP
president@isrp.com
Defence Research & Development Canada and Royal Military College of Canada
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Letter from the Editor
Dear readers, subscribers, and ISRP members,
Vol. 35 No. 1, 2018 issue of the JISRP was the final issue that was printed in hard-copy. All
later issues have been created and distributed in digital form only, by default. If you prefer a
printed copy of the journal, please contact your local ISRP section to explore whether printed
versions of the journal can be made available to you.
Thank you,
Ziqing Zhuang, Ph.D.
JISRP Editor
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A Review of Decontamination Methods for Filtering
Facepiece Respirators
Mike Bergman1*, Edward M. Fisher1, and Brian K. Heimbuch2
1

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, National Personal Protective
Technology Laboratory, 626 Cochrans Mill Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15236
2

Applied Research Associates, 430 W 5th St, Suite 700, Panama City, FL 32401

* Corresponding author and E-mail: mbergman@cdc.gov

ABSTRACT

D

uring the current COVID-19 infectious disease pandemic, the demand for NIOSH-approved filtering
facepiece respirators (FFR) has exceeded supplies and decontamination and reuse of FFRs has
been implemented by various user groups. FFR decontamination and reuse is only intended to be
implemented as a crisis capacity strategy. This paper provides a review of decontamination procedures in
the published literature and calls attention to their benefits and limitations. In most cases, the data are
limited to a few FFR models and a limited number of decontamination cycles. Institutions planning to
implement a decontamination method must understand its limitations in terms of the degree of inactivation
of the intended microorganisms and the treatment’s effects on the fit and filtration of the device.
Keywords: N95 respirator, filtering facepiece respirator, decontamination, respirator reuse

INTRODUCTION

T

he on-hand supply of respirators and other medical personal protective equipment (PPE) can become
drastically diminished during widespread disease outbreaks or other public health emergencies
(Srinivasan et al., 2004; Murray et al., 2010; Beckman et al., 2013; Hines et al., 2014). The current
COVID-19 pandemic caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus has created a severe shortage of respirators for
healthcare workers (HCWs) (Nierenberg, 2020; World Health Organization, 2020a). COVID-19 was first
identified in Wuhan China in late 2019; by February 2020, shortages of PPE for frontline HCWs were
reported. The World Health Organization (WHO) warned of global PPE shortages on March 3, 2020
(WHO, 2020a) before declaring COVID-19 a global pandemic on March 11, 2020. The U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) confirmed the first case of COVID-19 in the United States on
January 20, 2020, and by mid-March PPE shortages were occurring across the United States (Jacobs et
al., 2020).
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH)-approved filtering facepiece
respirators (FFRs) are commonly used by healthcare workers to reduce exposure to airborne pathogens
(Institute of Medicine, 2008). The N95 class of NIOSH-approved FFR has been reported to be the most
common class of FFR used in U.S. healthcare facilities (Wizner et al., 2016). NIOSH-approved N95 FFRs
are now in exceedingly high demand and the demand has largely outpaced supply capacity. The situation
has caused many facilities to seek new ways to extend their supply of respirators, including
decontamination followed by reuse. This review summarizes aspects of FFR reuse including the
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modalities of FFR contamination, ways to prevent contamination, and a summary of published research
on FFR decontamination methods.
The CDC has posted guidance for decontamination and reuse of FFRs (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, 2020a). While disposable FFRs are not approved by NIOSH to be
decontaminated, FFR decontamination and reuse is currently being performed by some organizations.
Much of this research on FFR decontamination was performed within the past 10 years on the
recommendation from the National Academy of Medicine (formerly the Institute of Medicine) that the
Department of Health and Human Services sponsor and/or conduct research on FFR decontamination in
preparation for pandemic influenza (Institute of Medicine, 2008). Accordingly, research was conducted to
identify methods that: 1) inactivate/kill the pathogen, 2) are harmless to the user (e.g., leave no chemical
residuals on the FFR that would affect the wearer’s health), and 3) do not compromise the protective
performance of the respirator. The protocols for decontamination techniques vary between studies, and
not all studies addressed the aforementioned three aspects of decontamination. Protocols for the studies
referenced in this paper vary in processing parameters, making it difficult to recommend a “best method”
for a specific workplace application. Additionally, all but one of the decontamination studies employed
influenza or viruses other than SARS-CoV-2 virus. The study which employed SARS-CoV-2 was
performed by Fischer et al. (2020) and evaluated four disinfection methods (ultraviolet germicidal
irradiation (UVGI), 70ºC dry heat, liquid ethanol, and vaporized hydrogen peroxide).
Various organizations, such as the WHO, CDC, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA),
and NIOSH, have offered strategies to conserve supplies of FFRs (Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention 2020b; Food and Drug Administration, 2020a; World Health Organization 2020b). Optimizing
use strategies before considering decontamination can also help mitigate shortages. CDC has developed
guidelines to assist with PPE supply optimization, including FFRs, to conserve supplies based on surge
capacity strata (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2020c). Conventional capacity measures
consist of engineering, administrative, and PPE controls, such as using other NIOSH-approved classes of
respirators that provide protection equivalent to or higher than N95 FFRs. Contingency capacity strategies
implemented during periods of expected PPE shortages include using FFRs beyond their manufacturerdesignated shelf life and FFR extended use (continuously wearing the FFR between and during multiple
patient encounters). Decontamination and subsequent reuse of FFRs should only be practiced when an
FFR shortage exists. At present, FFRs are considered single-use devices in healthcare and there are no
manufacturer-authorized methods for FFR decontamination for reuse.
While decontamination and reuse of FFRs is not consistent with NIOSH-approved usage, this
option is a crisis capacity strategy for supply conservation. In general, NIOSH (1996) specifies that the
service life of all filters for non-powered air-purifying particulate filtering respirators is limited by
considerations of hygiene, damage, and breathing resistance, and that filters should be replaced when
they become soiled, damaged, or cause a noticeable increase in breathing resistance. In the medical
setting, reusing FFRs has been suggested as a strategy to conserve available supplies for healthcare
environments during a pandemic (Institute of Medicine, 2008). Reuse is the act of using the same FFR for
multiple encounters with different patients but removing it (i.e., doffing) after each encounter (Fisher and
Shaffer, 2014). In the healthcare environment, respirator reuse involves some level of risk of the FFR
acting as a fomite for self-inoculation when redonning, doffing, or touching the respirator during wear
(Fisher and Shaffer, 2014). Additionally, respirator components such as metal nosebands and head
straps can wear after multiple donnings, attributing to a decreased level of fit (Bergman et al., 2012).
FFR reuse was first adopted in healthcare when FFRs were introduced as the minimum level of
respiratory protection for healthcare personnel charged with treating patients with tuberculosis. (Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention, 1994). Current CDC guidance on FFR extended use and reuse in
healthcare facilities is available online (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2020c). The degree
to which FFRs become contaminated and the potential risk to healthcare workers should be considered in
developing strategies for mitigating supply shortages.
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BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION AND ASSOCIATED RISKS OF REUSE
OF FILTERING FACEPIECE RESPIRATORS
FFR Contamination
It is expected that a properly functioning FFR will become contaminated while filtering airborne
biological particles, although limited data exist on the level of microbial contamination of FFRs worn by
HCWs in workplace settings. Rule et al. (2018) found influenza contamination of 3 out of 12 FFRs used
by HCWs in an adult emergency department during the 2014-15 influenza season. The FFRs were used
by HCWs who had contact with patients with confirmed influenza or had performed aerosol generating
procedures. Others have examined the contamination of medical masks, which are loose fitting devices,
and have found minimal contamination. Ahrenholz et al. (2018) analyzed 43 medical masks worn by
HCWs during the 2013 influenza season and reported all masks were negative for influenza virus. A study
conducted in respiratory wards and fever clinics in hospitals in Beijing China found that 10% of medical
masks collected from HCWs were positive for viruses; contamination was associated with longer wear
times and higher number of patient encounters (Chughtai et al., 2019). Heimbuch et al. (2016) evaluated
the bacterial load of N95 FFRs following wear in a hospital environment in the absence of patients. The
contamination range varied from 0.2–1.4 colony forming units per hour of wear time. It is not clear if the
contamination was solely due to aerosol exposure or fomite transfer from touching the FFR. Additionally,
the study also reported that ~70% of the microorganisms identified exhibited antimicrobial resistance.
The location of the particle deposition within the filtering layers of the FFR can influence the risk
of infecting the wearer and for reintroduction into the environment. Few studies have examined the
location of virus-containing particles on and within an FFR. Using FFR coupons (excised circular
swatches), simulated inhalation airflow and MS2 bacteriophage aerosol, Fisher et al. (2009) observed that
the majority of larger virus containing particles were captured on the outer layer of the FFR while smaller
particles deposited on the electret filtering medium in the interior of the FFR. A similar study using both
virus-containing droplets and droplet nuclei showed that droplets were most likely to be deposited on the
outer layer of the FFR, while droplet nuclei were often deposited on the electret filtering medium within the
FFR (Brady et al., 2017). Heimbuch et al. (2016) reported that 97% of the bacterial isolates recovered
from FFRs used in hospital settings were deposited on the outer layer of the FFR; this is not surprising,
given the larger size of bacterial particles.

Survival of virus on FFRs
Viruses can remain viable on FFRs for hours to days. A surrogate for SARS coronavirus, the
transmissible gastroenteritis virus (TGEV) was shown to survive for 24 hours with a three-log decrease in
viability (Casanova et al., 2010). Coulliette et al. (2014) showed that pandemic influenza A (H1N1) and
bacteriophage MS2 persisted on the surfaces of masks for days and that the addition of fetal bovine
serum to the viral challenge prolonged virus viability. Fisher et al. (2010a) studied the effect of deposition
method, droplet and droplet nuclei, on MS2 virus survivability on FFRs and noted that persistence was
greater for particles applied as droplets. The persistence of pathogens on FFRs presents a source for
self-inoculation for HCWs. It is not known how long SARS-CoV-2 is able to survive on FFRs. A recent
publication reported that SARS-CoV-2 can survive up to 72-hours on surfaces at laboratory conditions of
40% relative humidity and 21–23°C (van Doremalen et al., 2020).

Self-contamination
FFRs contaminated with pathogens present a risk for self-contamination when HCWs touch the
contaminated filtering material during improper doffing and donning for single use or reuse, or when
performing a user-seal check when practicing reuse. Microbial transfer from porous substrates, such as
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FFRs, has been shown to be lower compared to non-porous substrates, such as stainless steel (Lopez et
al., 2013). This is likely because microbes deposited within the sub-surface pores of the FFRs are less
accessible to contact.
Brady et al. (2017) examined the potential for virus transfer from FFRs to hands during improper
doffing, proper doffing and reuse, and improper doffing and reuse using bacteriophage MS2 and
fluorescein as the challenge contamination. The greatest risk for self-contamination was associated with
contamination with virus in wet droplets, as opposed to a dry aerosol, and with improper doffing.
Practicing proper doffing and reuse resulted in the lowest levels of self-contamination. Others have shown
that contaminated PPE can be a source of self-contamination during simulated use studies. Simulated
studies require the use of high levels of contamination to achieve the sensitivity required to measure
contamination transfer from PPE to the wearer and may not represent field conditions. A simulated PPE
doffing study of gowns, gloves, respirators, and goggles contaminated with MS2 virus observed transfer
of the virus to the study participants’ skin and hospital scrubs (Casanova et. al, 2008). A case-control
study of 72 healthcare workers infected with severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) from five
hospitals in Hong Kong and 144 matched controls concluded that inconsistent use of goggles, gowns,
gloves, and caps was associated with a higher risk for SARS infection (Lau et al., 2004).

Reaerosolization
Reaerosolization of pathogens from contaminated FFRs into the air is another concern for FFR
reuse and extended use, although studies report that it presents a negligible risk for creating secondary
exposures. Fisher et al. (2012) reported virus-containing particle aerosolization ranging from less than
0.0001% to 0.21% of particles measuring between 0.65 and 7.0 µm (the percent of viable viruses
reaerosolized was defined as the ratio of the number of viable viruses aerosolized to the number of viable
viruses loaded onto the filter); contamination with droplet nuclei resulted in higher levels of
reaerosolization than droplet contamination. Qian et al. (1997) and Willeke and Qian (1998) demonstrated
that air flow consistent with a violent sneeze or cough resulted in less than 0.2% reaerosolization for
bacteria deposited on N95 FFRs.

Practices to mitigate FFR contamination
Fitting an infected person with a surgical mask as a form of source control effectively limits the
spread of infection and limits contamination on healthcare worker PPE. Wood et al. (2018) showed that
facemasks placed on adults with cystic fibrosis Pseudomonas aeruginosa infections reduced coughgenerated P. aeruginosa aerosols. During the 2003 SARS outbreak, the practice of wearing a loose-fitting
barrier (e.g., surgical mask, face shield) that does not interfere with the fit of N95 FFRs was included in a
CDC guidance document as a strategy to limit FFR contamination (Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, 2005). The same recommendation remains in updated 2020 CDC guidance for conserving
respirator supplies (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (2020b). It should be noted that wearing
an improvised mask (such as a homemade mask) or a surgical mask over an N95 FFR does not
necessarily ensure the expected level of protection of the N95 FFR by itself, as the practice of wearing a
mask over an N95 FFR is inconsistent with its NIOSH approval (Roberge, 2008). Lindsley et al. (2014)
examined the efficacy of face shields in preventing exposure to aerosols produced by a cough; it was
determined that face shields can reduce the short-term exposure to large particles, but smaller particles
flow around the face shield and onto the FFR.
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REVIEW OF FFR DECONTAMINATION METHODS

D

econtamination of FFRs is practiced to inactivate pathogens before redonning. Many studies have
assessed the impact of various decontamination methods on particle filtration efficiency and
facepiece fit of FFRs. FFR decontamination and reuse should only be considered as one of the last
strategies to maintain a supply of respirators for HCWs. While many studies have demonstrated that FFR
decontamination is practicable, there are risks associated with its practice. For some methods, risks may
include decreased respirator performance (fit and filtration), physical damage which could potentially
result in decreased respirator performance, and potential health hazards from remaining chemical
residuals. A healthcare facility considering decontamination must be aware of these potential risks. The
following is a summary of various FFR decontamination methods that have been explored experimentally.
For each technique, a reference to a peer reviewed journal article or data in preparation for publication is
provided. Table I (downloadable Supplementary Information) provides a summary of the methods
reviewed in this paper.

Vaporized Hydrogen Peroxide (VHP)
Vaporized hydrogen peroxide (VHP), alternatively referred to as hydrogen peroxide vapor (HPV),
is used to sterilize medical devices and for atmospheric disinfection of clinical areas (Ray et al., 2010).
Various technologies are used to transform liquid hydrogen peroxide (in the range of 30–35%
concentration) into vapor (Lerouge, 2012). Vaporization units can also be incorporated into enclosures
used for pharmaceutical manufacturing and clean-room applications. Stand-alone units are available to
sterilize reusable metal and nonmetal devices used in health care facilities and are compatible with a wide
range of medical instruments and materials (e.g., polypropylene, brass, polyethylene) (Lerouge, 2012). In
general, the VHP process requires a batch processing approach and logistics, collection, transport, and
distribution must be considered.
VHP did not reduce the filtration performance in any of the N95 FFR models tested while showing
a 6-log reduction in Geobacillus stearothermophilus spores (Viscusi et al., 2007; Viscusi et al., 2009;
Bergman et al., 2010; Battelle, 2016). Kenney et al. (2020), co-contaminated 3M 1870 FFRs with three
bacteriophages, T1, T7, and Phi 6, and decontaminated the FFRs using VHP generated from the
Bioquell’s BQ-50 system. The VHP treatment was shown to inactivate >99.999% of all phages, to below
the limit of detection. Fischer et al. (2020) evaluated the decontamination efficacy of VHP for SARS-CoV2 spotted (pipetted 50 µL droplets) onto N95 FFR coupons (15 mm diameter). They observed a 4- log
reduction in virus titer after a 10 min, 1,000 ppm exposure. This study also incorporated test subject
quantitative respirator fit testing of intact N95 FFRs using a PortaCount® following each cycle of
treatment and then wearing for two hours; it was observed that the mean fit factor of six tests remained
acceptable (>100, the OSHA criterion for passing a quantitative fit test using the PortaCount®) following
three treatment cycles.
The FDA issued its first emergency use authorization (EUA) for decontamination of compatible
FFRs with the Battelle CCDS Critical Care Decontamination System™ on March 29, 2020 (Food and
Drug Administration, 2020b). In Battelle’s report, the 3M 1860 FFR was shown to maintain filtration
performance for 50 treatment cycles of VHP treatment using the Clarus® R HPV generator (utilizing 30%
H2O2). Additionally, FFR fit was shown to be unaffected for up to 20 VHP treatments cycles using a
manikin headform (Battelle, 2016). Strap degradation occurred after 20 treatment cycles; however, the
Battelle study did not perform simulated donning cycles between each treatment. Additionally, the FDA
has issued an EUA for the SSS VHP N95 Respirator Decontamination System manufactured by Stryker
Sustainability Solutions where reprocessing is limited to three cycles (Food and Drug Administration,
2020c).
Based on these studies, VHP is a deployable method which can be considered along with the
limitations described.
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Hydrogen Peroxide Gas Plasma (HPGP)
Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) gas plasma (HPGP), also referred to as low-temperature hydrogen
peroxide gas plasma sterilization, is a process which employs an oxidative chemical phase (vaporized
hydrogen peroxide), followed by transformation of the vapor into a low-temperature gas plasma using
electric energy (Lerouge, S., 2012). HPGP machines are often used in hospitals for rapid sterilization of
surgical tools. STERRAD® (Advanced Sterilization Products, Inc. (ASP)) sterilization can be used on
metals, elastomers, silicone and most polymers (Lerouge et al., 2000; Lerouge et al., 2002). Liquids, oils,
powders, cellulose, and cotton (or other materials which strongly absorb H 2O2) and most biological
tissues cannot be processed with this technique. Viscusi et al. (2009) found that 9 FFR models (three
industrial N95 FFRs, three surgical N95 FFRs, and three P100 FFRs) exposed to one cycle of HPGP
treatment using the STERRAD® 100S H2O2 Gas Plasma Sterilizer (Advanced Sterilization Products,
Irvine, CA) had filter aerosol penetration and filter airflow resistance levels similar to untreated models;
however, Bergman et al. (2010) found that three cycles of VHP treatment using the STERRAD® 100S
H2O2 Gas Plasma Sterilizer negatively affected filtration performance. The FDA authorized an EUA for the
emergency use of the Advanced Sterilization Products, Inc. (ASP) STERRAD® 100S, NX, and 100NX
Sterilization Systems for use in decontaminating compatible N95 respirators. The EUA states that
reprocessing is limited to a maximum of two times (Food and Drug Administration, 2020d). Based on
these studies, HPGP is a deployable method; however, the major limitation is few decontamination
cycles.

Ultraviolet Germicidal Irradiation (UVGI)
Ultraviolet Germicidal Irradiation (UVGI) light has been recognized as an effective method for the
disinfection of drinking water and wastewater and for hospital air disinfection (Craik et al., 2001; Lazarova
and Savoye, 2004; Miller and Macher, 2000). UVGI specifically refers to the spectrum of light between
100–280 nm, commonly referred to as UV-C, and the peak wave length intensity is 254 nm. UVGI is
typically produced by mercury vapor bulbs but also by light-emitting diodes (LED) and xenon-mercury arc
lamps. The final applied dose is typically expressed in Joules/cm2 (ASTM International, 2018a). UV
irradiation by germicidal lamps is routinely used to sterilize the interiors of biological safety cabinets
between uses. ASTM International recently published two standards that provide practical considerations
and standard methods for deploying UVGI disinfection (ASTM International, 2018a and 2018b). The
effectiveness of UVGI disinfection depends on many factors including: bulb intensity, bulb age, and
distance from bulb. Shadowing (blocking the UV light) and soiling agents (compounds coating the
microbes) also affect UVGI effectiveness.
Acceptable filtration performance was observed for 11 FFR models exposed to various UVGI
doses ranging from approximately 0.5-950 J/cm2 (Kenney, 2020). Lindsley et al. (2015) reported a
reduction of the strength of materials of the FFRs for doses ranging from 120-950 J/cm2; however, an
approximate inactivation of 99.9% of bacteriophage MS2, a non-enveloped virus, and H1N1 influenza
A/PR/8/34 virus were achieved with much lower doses of approximately 1 J/cm2 (Mills et al., 2018).
Fischer et al. (2020) evaluated the decontamination efficacy of UVGI (260–285 nm, 5 μW/cm2) for SARSCoV-2 spotted (pipetted 50 µL droplets) onto N95 FFR coupons (15 mm diameter) and observed a 3-log
reduction after 60 min. Acceptable fit performance (mean of six fit factors >100) was maintained over
three treatment cycles. Fisher and Shaffer (2010b) observed >3-log reduction of bacteriophage MS2 at a
minimum dose of 0.1 J/cm2 quantified as the dose to the internal filter medium; the MS2 was loaded as an
aerosol onto FFR coupons (excised circular swatches) for these experiments.
Heimbuch et al. (2011) used an 80 W UV-C (~254 nm) bulb to expose 6 different models of
respirators to UVGI. FFRs were positioned 25 cm from the bulb and treated for 15 minutes. The treatment
resulted in a 99.99% - 99.999% reduction in viable H1N1 influenza virus. Similar results were found by
Lore et al. using H5N1 influenza virus (Lore et al., 2012). Bergman et al. (2010) evaluated the filtration
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performance of six N95 FFRs following a 45 min UVGI exposure at intensity 1.8 mW/cm 2 and observed
no significant decay in filtration performance. Viscusi et al. 2009 observed that UVGI treatment had no
discernable effect on fit, comfort, donning ease, or odor for six different FFR models (Viscusi et al., 2009).
Bergman et al. (2010) observed no decrease in fit for three FFR models over three treatment and donning
cycles. 3M (2020) treated 3M models 1860 and 1870 with UVGI treatment for 30 minutes (254 nm, 15 min
each FFR side) and observed the straps on the 1870 lost elasticity and the nose foam of the 1860 was
compressed.
Recently, Applied Research Associates (ARA) developed a UVGI method that would reduce the
treatment time to under two minutes (Applied Research Associates, 2019). A chamber was developed
that increased the UVGI dose and allowed exposure to all FFR surfaces. Fifteen respirator models were
used for the study. Influenza virus was deposited on the respirators using different soiling loads to
simulate bioburden buildup, which may affect UVGI effectiveness. The FFRs were treated for ~ 1 minute
providing a total dose of 1 J/cm2. The effectiveness of the UVGI treatment varied based on the respirator
model. The UVGI reduced viable influenza virus on most surfaces by > 99.9%. In this report, ARA also
performed extensive research on the FFR durability and performance, including fit on headforms. All
fifteen FFRs were treated for 10 UVGI treatments and six of the models were treated for 20 cycles; little
decay in performance for all models was found after 10 cycles of treatments. After 20 treatment cycles
two of the FFRs showed a decay in fit performance. Simulated donning was performed between cycles
and the decay in fit was attributed to normal wear and not the UVGI treatment. Based on these studies,
UVGI is a deployable method which can be considered along with the limitations described.

STEAM
Microwave Generated Steam
The microwave generated steam (MGS) method was developed as a simple way for small
organizations to reprocess FFRs. The presence of moisture when using microwave energy appears to be
a key factor for promoting biocidal activity (Woo et al, 2000; Velva and Wu, 1979; Jeng et al., 1987). This
method requires consideration of several variables: microwave power, microwave age, water volume,
water reservoir, and FFR distance from the reservoir. Additionally, not all FFRs are suitable, as arcing
occurs for some metal parts. This method has been shown to be suitable for disinfection of some FFR
models. Heimbuch et al. (2011) and Lore et al. (2012) demonstrated a 99.9% reduction in viable H1N1
and H5N1 influenza virus loaded on 6 models of FFRs.
Fisher et al. (2011) evaluated FFR decontamination using two commercially available steam bags
marketed to the public for disinfecting infant feeding equipment. Six FFRs were decontaminated with
microwave generated steam following the manufacturers' instructions; following the treatment, the FFRs
were evaluated for water absorption and filtration efficiency for up to three steam exposures. Water
absorption of the FFR was found to be model specific; FFRs constructed with hydrophilic materials
absorbed more water. The steam had little effect on FFR performance; filtration efficiency of treated FFRs
remained above 95%. The decontamination efficacy of the steam bag was assessed using bacteriophage
MS2 as a surrogate for pathogenic viruses. The tested steam bags were found to reduce 99.9% of viable
MS2 loaded on FFRs; however, more research is required to determine the effectiveness against
respiratory pathogens. Microwave-generated steam had little effect on FFR fit after treatment for up to
three treatment cycles (Bergman et al., 2011); however, this study observed melting of a head strap for
one FFR model and separation of the inner foam nose cup for another model. Three FFRs were further
evaluated for three cycles of steam exposure and demonstrated no change in filtration performance
(Bergman et al., 2010). 3M (2020) treated 3M models 1860 and 1870 with microwave generated steam
treatment for 2 minutes (full power, 50 ml water) and observed metal nose clip and staples melted
surrounding plastic, nose foams were delaminated, and straps on 1870 lost elasticity.
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Steam Sterilization Units
The FDA authorized an EUA for the emergency use of STERIS STEAM Decon Cycle in AMSCO
Medium Steam Sterilizers manufactured by STERIS Corporation. The EUA states that reprocessing is
limited to a maximum of 10 times (Food and Drug Administration, 2020e). This process consists of a
gravity steam cycle with no preconditioning. The temperature inside the sterilization chamber is increased
to 65°C and 21 inHg exposure pressure, held for 30 minutes, and then followed by a one-minute dry time.
Based on these studies, steam decontamination methods can be considered for compatible FFR
models.

Moist Heat
Moist heat is the simple process of heating FFRs in a sealed water bath or in an incubator at
elevated temperature and high relative humidity (RH). Studies that used ~60°C/~80% RH caused minimal
degradation in the filtration and fit performance of the tested FFRs (Viscusi et al., 2009; Bergman et al.,
2010; Heimbuch et al., 2011; Lore et al., 2012). Heimbuch et al. (2011) used a sealed six-liter plastic
container filled with one liter of water and a rack above the water level for an FFR. The container with
water was preheated at 65°C in an oven for three hours to pre-condition the container before adding the
FFR. After pretreatment, the FFR was placed on the rack, the chamber sealed, and then heated for 30
min at 65°C. The tests were performed on six FFR models resulting in a 3.3–6.6 log reduction in viable
H1N1 influenza virus. The varying log reductions are a function of the virus dose applied to the FFR. Lore
et al. (2012) had similar results with low-pathogenicity H5N1 influenza A virus, with >4-log reduction in
virus on two FFR models following a 20 min incubation. Bergman et al. (2010) evaluated the filtration
performance of six FFR models following three moist heat cycles, observing a negligible decay in
performance for all models tested. One model of FFR showed a separation of the nose pad from the FFR
body. Bergman et al. (2011), also evaluated fit performance of the respirators following three cycles of
treatments and concluded that moist heat treatment did not cause significant changes in fit. The same
study observed a separation of the inner foam nose pad of the 3M 1870 following moist heat treatment.
3M (2020) treated 3M models 1860 and 1870 with moist heat treatment for 30 minutes (full power, 50 ml
water) and observed metal nose clip and staples melted surrounding plastic, nose foams were
delaminated, and straps on 1870 lost elasticity.
Based on these studies, moist heat decontamination methods can be considered for compatible
FFR models.

Dry Heat 70–80°C
Heating FFRs in an oven at temperatures 70–80°C has been investigated. Yan et al. (2020)
evaluated the fit of two models of N95 FFRs and one surgical mask using a manikin headform with
constant inhalation flow of 10 Lpm; multiple heat cycles of ~77°C (up to 10 cycles, each for 30 min) were
utilized. Particle inward leakage (IL) (combined filter penetration and facial seal leakage) of black carbon
generated from burning paraffin lamp oil was measured with an ultraviolet/infrared (UV/IR) instrument. For
the N95 FFRs, IL measurements similar to those of controls were observed after 10 heating cycles. IL of
the surgical mask decreased (i.e., showed an improvement) after 10 cycles as compared to the control.
The authors also demonstrated that in improvised nose clip they developed can further reduce IL for one
of the N95 FFR models and the surgical mask.
Fischer et al. (2020) evaluated the decontamination efficacy of dry heat (70°C) for SARS-CoV-2
spotted (pipetted 50 µL droplets) onto N95 FFR coupons (15 mm diameter). They observed a 4-5 log
reduction of active titers after 60 min. For the fit testing evaluation, mean fit factor for six tests remained
>100 for both one and two treatment cycles. Three treatment cycles caused the mean fit factor of six tests
to fall slightly below 100. Liao et al. (2020) evaluated sheets of meltblown polypropylene filter media
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(media they report to be used in N95 FFRs) for filtration efficiency for up to 20 cycles of dry heat at 75°C
for 30 min. Filtration efficiency tested at 85 Lpm using NaCl aerosol remained >95% after 20 treatment
cycles. One fully intact N95 FFR sample was subjected to 20 cycles and did not incur physical
deformation. Based on these studies, dry heat decontamination methods in the range of 70–80°C can be
considered with compatible FFR models.

Ethylene Oxide
Ethylene Oxide (EtO) gas is used as a low-temperature sterilant in automated equipment in
hospitals for heat and moisture sensitive equipment (NIOSH, 1989; Rutala and Weber, 2015). EtO is not
recommended by NIOSH as a decontamination method for filtering facepiece respirators (FFRs) because
of its known health effects (CDC, 2020a). EtO gas has known toxicity that causes neurologic dysfunction
and has reproductive effects (Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, 1990; NIOSH, 1981;
Sheikh, 1984). NIOSH designates EtO as a suspected human carcinogen (NIOSH, 2019). EtO was
shown not to degrade filtration performance for nine tested FFR models following three cycles of a 55°C,
1-hr EtO treatment of 736.4 mg/L (Bergman et al., 2010). Viscusi et al. (2007 and 2009) performed 1cycle 1-hr EtO treatments with conditions of 55°C and concentrations ranging from 725-883 mg/L,
resulting in no detriment to filtration efficiency. A serious concern about using EtO for decontamination of
large numbers of FFRs is throughput, since relatively long aeration cycles are needed to ensure removal
of highly toxic EtO gas. Any future potential use of ethylene oxide (EtO) to decontaminate FFRs should be
preceded by studies to ensure that off-gassing concentrations remain below NIOSH and OSHA published
exposure limits (NIOSH, 2019; OSHA, 1984). Until ethylene oxide off-gassing studies from FFRs can be
shown to meet these limits, this method is not currently deployable.

Disinfecting Wipes
Heimbuch et al. (2014) evaluated three wipe products for ability to disinfect Staphylococcus
aureus bacteria applied to three N95 FFRs using a droplet aerosol. The wipe products used were: 1) a
common baby wipe with no disinfectant; 2) a disinfecting wipe with benzalkonium chloride (BAC) as the
active agent; and 3) a hypochlorite (bleach) wipe. FFRs were contaminated, then cleaned with the wipe
products. The bleach wipe provided >99.99% reduction in viable S. aureus for all surfaces tested. The
BAC wipe resulted in viable pathogen reduction from 68.9%–99.99% depending on the respirator
surfaces evaluated (outer fabric, inner fabric, nose pad); the nose pad on one of the FFR models was the
site of the lowest level of decontamination. The use of baby wipe resulted in reduction of viable bacteria,
which varied from 69%–95%, with the lowest reduction from the same FFR model nose pad. Filtration
testing following cleaning yielded mean values of <5% filter penetration. The highest filter penetrations
were observed in FFRs cleaned with BAC wipes. The BAC wipe caused one sample of one model to
exceed 5% penetration. Filter penetration was shown in this study to vary based on the wipe product and
the FFR model. This discussion on disinfecting wipes is limited to only one study. Future research studies
with more wipe products and FFR models can help determine the appropriateness of using wipe
decontamination methods.

Liquid Methods: Sodium Hypochlorite Solution, Hydrogen Peroxide, and Ethanol
Few studies have evaluated liquid submersion methods. Sodium hypochlorite solution, commonly
referred to as chlorine bleach, has been evaluated in several studies. Fisher et al. (2009) observed a >4
log reduction of MS2 bacteriophage with a sodium hypochlorite solution (concentration of 0.6%) on FFR
coupons. Viscusi et al. (2007) measured the filtration performance of two FFR models (one N95 and one
P100) submersed for 30 minutes (followed by air-dry) in sodium hypochlorite solution for two conditions
(0.525% sodium hypochlorite and 5.25% sodium hypochlorite) and noted minor degradation in filtration
performance but not below their NIOSH requirements. For both treatments, the metallic nose bands were
observed to be tarnished. Viscusi et al. (2009) examined the performance of several N95 FFR models
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submerged in 0.6% sodium hypochlorite solution and found filtration performance unaffected; however,
residual chlorine odor, chlorine off-gassing, and tarnished metallic nose bands were noted. Bergman et al.
(2010) evaluated six FFRs for filtration performance after a three-cycle, 30-minute submersion for both
6% hydrogen peroxide and 0.6% sodium hypochlorite solution and observed little change in filtration
performance compared with controls. For the sodium hypochlorite solution treatments, tarnished nose
bands and staples were noted and one FFR model had its inner nose pad dissolve approximately 50%.
Sodium hypochlorite solution odor was reported to remain on the FFRs following air-drying. For the liquid
hydrogen peroxide treatments, staples were tarnished to varying degrees. We are not aware of any data
on the biocidal potential for liquid hydrogen peroxide treatment of FFRs. Sodium hypochlorite solution
treatment has the drawback of the potential for causing exposure to sodium chlorate salts remaining on
FFRs following air-drying. Chlorates are toxic in high concentrations (Lubbers et al., 1984; World Health
Organization, 2005).
Fischer et al. (2020) evaluated the decontamination efficacy of 70% ethanol for SARS-CoV-2
spotted (pipetted 50 µL droplets) onto N95 FFR coupons (15 mm diameter). They observed a 4-5 log
reduction of active titers in under five minutes. For the fit testing evaluation, mean fit factor for six tests
remained >100 for both one and two treatment cycles. Three treatment cycles caused the mean fit factor
of six tests to fall slightly below 100.
The choice to deploy a liquid decontamination method should be considered along with the
limitations described in this section. An additional major limitation is the time required for drying. Sodium
hypochlorite solution methods have the major drawback of potential health effects and remaining odor.

Methods Observed to Render FFRs Unwearable or Cause Filtration Efficiency to
Fall Below NIOSH Requirements: Autoclave, dry heat >100°C, dry microwave
irradiation, soap and water, and isopropyl alcohol
Some proposed decontamination methods result in physical damage to the FFR, and/or filtration
efficiencies less than their NIOSH performance requirements. Viscusi et al. (2007) autoclaved (121°C/15
psi) one N95 FFR model and one P100 FFR model using two treatment levels (15 and 30 minutes); both
treatment levels resulted in filtration efficiencies less than their designated NIOSH requirements. Using
dry microwave irradiation (a conventional household microwave oven without the addition of a water
source to generate steam), Viscusi et al. (2009) observed that all three physical samples of two different
N95 models partially melted with a two-minute treatment. For one N95 model, filtration material melted in
areas adjacent to the metallic nosebands; for the P100 model included in the study, melting was observed
at various locations of the inner foam face seal comfort lining. Both models were considered unwearable
following treatment and subsequently were not evaluated for filtration efficiency.
Viscusi et al. (2007) observed that a soap and water solution (Ivory bar soap, 1g/L, shaved from
the bar and diluted in tap water) at two treatment levels (2 and 20 min, both followed by air drying)
degraded filtration efficiency to levels <70% for an N95 FFR model at both treatment levels. For the P100
model, the two-minute treatment degraded filtration efficiency as compared to the control; however,
filtration efficiency remained >99.97%. The 20-minute soap and water treatment degraded filtration
efficiency of the P100 to <99.97%, resulting in a filter penetration of 0.147%. Filtration efficiency of
electret filter media is highly degraded by isopropyl alcohol (Viscusi et al., 2007; Martin and Moyer, 2000).
Viscusi et al. (2009) observed model-specific decreased filtration efficiency effects when N95
FFRs and P100 FFRs were heated for one hour in a laboratory oven (dry heat). Filter penetration >5%
was observed at 110°C for one sample of one N95 FFR model (two of the other samples of this model
melted at 110°C and could not be tested); samples of this same model also melted at 100°C and 120°C.
Mean filter penetration for the other five N95 FFRs remained <5%; however, there were individual
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samples with filter penetration >5% at 110°C and 120°C. For the three P100 FFR models, mean initial
filter penetration was >0.03% at 100°C for one model and at 90°C for the other model.
Based on these studies, the methods described in this section are not recommended.

DISCUSSION AND PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS

T

he methods and data described in this review paper suggest that FFR decontamination is possible in
times of supply shortages if it is performed using a method proven to inactivate the microorganism of
interest, does not harm the health of the user, and does not decrease respirator performance. In most
cases, the data are limited to a small number of FFR models and limited numbers of decontamination
cycles; however, practicable methods have been established. It is important that institutions planning to
implement a decontamination method understand the benefits and limitations of each method under
consideration. The technologies discussed in this paper have been studied in the laboratory and some
are being established in healthcare and other facilities. Nemeth et al. (2019) studied barriers to
implementation of UVGI FFR decontamination and reuse in three major hospitals. Nurses, physicians,
administrators, and others participated in focus groups or completed a survey on the topic. When asked
about their perceptions of safety in a pandemic for: 1) wearing no respirator, 2) extended respirator use,
and 3) reusing a respirator that had been decontaminated using UVGI, wearing the decontaminated
respirator had the highest mean response (~7.5) on a scale from 1 to 10 where 0 is the perception of
“unsafe” and 10 is the perception of “safe.” However, interviewees had concerns including logistics of
performing the decontamination, education and training, how to evaluate the cost and risk, and obtaining
proof of the effectiveness from authoritative sources such as CDC, NIOSH, and FDA.
A healthcare organization considering performing FFR decontamination should carefully review
existing literature and FDA-approved EUAs to develop a decontamination strategy suited to its objectives.
Methods having an FDA issued EUA should be used for compliance with FDA regulations. The respirator
manufacturer should be contacted for guidance or restrictions for decontamination of their FFR models.
Questions remain about the feasibility of implementing FFR decontamination in the workplace, especially,
how FFRs maintain fit and filtration performance under actual use conditions. Studies are planned by the
NIOSH National Personal Protective Technology Laboratory to explore these issues. Due to supply
shortages, decontaminated FFRs deployed in workplaces are likely to experience a high number of
donnings or long durations of extended use; collecting data on the filtration and fit of these respirators will
supplement the knowledge gained in laboratory studies. The laboratory studies described in this paper
provide foundational knowledge of FFR decontamination; the field study data is needed to understand
what limitations exist in actual implementation.

Disclaimer
The findings and conclusions in this report are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily
represent the official position of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The use of trade names
is for identification purposes only and does not mean product indorsement by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
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ABSTRACT

B

ackground: The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the importance of respiratory protection for
healthcare workers (HCWs) and patients alike. Presently, respiratory protective devices are worn in
hospitals and healthcare settings globally. HCWs are generally required to wear N95 filtering facepieces
respirators (FFRs) in high-risk settings and during certain high-risk procedures. According to OSHA,
HCWs who are assigned NIOSH-approved N95 FFRs must be fit tested using either qualitative or
quantitative testing protocols (QLFT and QNFT, respectively). However, HCWs often fail the initial fit test
on the first N95 model chosen. A novel Faceseal technology was recently developed and successfully
applied to commercial N95 FFRs. In this pilot study, we assessed how this technology affects the QNFT
outcomes for subjects who had failed their initial N95 fit test.
Methods: Ten subjects who failed the QNFT with N95 FFRs on the first fitting were recruited to perform a
QNFT study in which each subject was tested in triplicate on the same N95 model and with that same
model modified with the novel Faceseal of a unique configuration, which is made of a thermoplastic
copolymer, enhancing the respirator fit to the user’s face. The fit factors (FFs) and passing rates were
determined, and the results were compared.
Results: The Faceseal technology increased the overall FF for the entire cohort from 59.8±18.3 to
163.2±27.3 (threshold=100) and the test passing rate from 10% to 90%. This improvement was achieved
for the hard-to-fit subjects due to reduction of the faceseal leakage, as the filter and respirator body were
left unchanged.
Conclusions: The novel Faceseal technology significantly improved the QNFT outcomes for individuals
who had previously failed OSHA fit testing on the same N95 FFR.
Keywords: N95 filtering facepiece, faceseal, fit test
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INTRODUCTION

R

espiratory protection has always been recognized as one of the main infection control strategies
against viral and bacterial aerosol pathogens. The COVID-19 pandemic has greatly elevated the
public’s awareness and appreciation of adequate respiratory protection for HCWs, patients, and for
society at large. It is now a requirement to wear respiratory protective devices in any hospital or
healthcare setting. Subject to availability, HCWs often use N95 filtering facepieces (FFRs) approved by
the US National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH). The US Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) mandates that all employees wearing respirators be subjected to OSHA’s
fit testing (OSHA 29 CFR. 1910.134). The HCWs who are assigned N95 respirators must be tested
annually using a qualitative fit testing (QLFT) or the quantitative fit testing (QNFT) method. However,
HCWs frequently fail the test on the first donning. Reports reveal that anywhere from 12.5% to about
100% of individuals fail the fit test on the first choice of N95 FFR while some experienced wearers
showed relatively high fit factors (FFs) (Coffey et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2004; Derrick et al., 2005; Lee et
al., 2008; Danyluk et al., 2011; Wong and Lee, 2011; Hauge et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2016; Zhuang et al.,
2016).
Passing the QNFT, which for N95 FFRs requires achieving or exceeding FF=100, has been a
particular challenge, which necessitates re-testing and thus prolongs the fit testing process. This delay
may significantly disrupt the deployment of medical, nursing, and allied health staff into healthcare units
engaging in direct care of the most seriously ill patients. It also creates yet another logistic hurdle for
healthcare institutions, as they must acquire an additional stockpiling of alternative N95 FFRs for further
fit testing. Otherwise, wearers would not be able to select from several models of FFR to find the one that
fits them best. The negative effect associated with these issues has been amplified by the enormous
shortages of N95 FFRs across the nation, and globally during the COVID pandemic.
In order to reduce the particle penetration through faceseal inward leakage, and thus enhance the
protection offered by commercially available N95 FFRs, we developed a new concept (Koehler et al.,
2015) based on facial anatomic zones which we identified in human facial anatomy that were associated
with the leakage. These areas were accommodated by introducing a faceseal with a unique
configuration, which is made of a thermoplastic copolymer, enhancing the respirator fit to the user’s face.
Figure 1 presents a Faceseal-equipped and unmodified N95 FFRs. The concept was further developed
and improved, and the prototypes of respirators equipped with the novel Faceseal were evaluated (Gao
et. Al., 2016; Elmashae et al., 2018). By adding the newly-designed Faceseal, applied to a leading
manufacturer’s N95 FFR (Model 1860, 3M Co., St. Paul, MN, marketed as Surgical N95 Respirator)
without changing any other aspect of the FFR itself, a superior protection was achieved as compared to
the stock version of the same N95 FFR. For instance, an approximately 5-fold increase in the average
Simulated Workplace Protection Factor (SWPF) against surgical smoke was demonstrated (Elmashae et
al., 2018). We noticed that several subjects who had failed the initial QNFT with the unmodified FFR
(serving as the control), had then passed after applying the new Faceseal, and in some occasions
achieved higher FF-values than subjects who had initially passed with the unmodified FFR.
This investigation was designed to directly quantify the effect of the Faceseal technology on the
outcomes of the QNFT performed on ten subjects who failed a QNFT on the first fitting with conventional
N95 FFRs. The recruited subjects were fit tested with the same FFR as well as with the version modified
by applying the novel Faceseal (three donnings per subject, per respirator). The objective was to
determine FF-values and passing rates with both devices for this hard-to-fit cohort. We also sought to
examine whether the new Faceseal technology would allow achieving a higher percentage of successful
fit tests on the first donning for the same subjects. We suggested that, if a significant improvement is
found, it would signify that the Faceseal technology could help expedite fit testing of critically needed
HCWs.
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A.

B.

Figure 1. Faceseal prototype: FFR assembly (A); Unmodified and Faceseal-equipped N95 FFRs
side-by-side along with a ready-to-be-sealed ¼-inch thick thermoplastic copolymer element (B).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Human Subjects and Respirator Chosen for Testing
Ten human subjects representing healthcare workers were recruited for this study. The cohort
included four adult males and six adult females; among them there were seven Caucasians, two Asians,
and one African American. These were selected from a larger cohort, and the inclusion criterion was a
failed QNFT on the first donning with three commercial N95 FFR of different designs. We selected the
hard-to-fit population for this study to make a conservative case for examining whether the novel
Faceseal technology significantly improves the FF and passing rates for the individuals who often fail an
QNFT. The recruited ten subjects represented a broad variety of facial dimensions that fell within the
ranges of the NIOSH bivariate panel (one of the fit test panels established to reflect the anthropometric
head/face size characteristics of the US working population) (Zhuang et al., 2007). The subjects featured
small, medium and large faces.
The human study protocol was approved by the University of Cincinnati Institutional Review
Board (IRB). Prior to the testing, each subject completed the OSHA respirator medical clearance
questionnaire administered by the University Occupational Pulmonary Program.
The Model 1860 Surgical N95 Respirator chosen for this study is widely used in healthcare
settings. Half of the respirators acquired for testing were modified by sealing the novel Faceseal (a ¼inch thick thermoplastic copolymer element) to the inner peripheral edge of the N95 FFR, without
changing any other aspect of the device itself.

Fit Testing
The QNFT was conducted in accordance with the standard OSHA fit testing protocol (OSHA 29
CFR 1910.134) [1], which includes eight exercises: normal breathing, deep breathing, turning head side
to side, moving head up and down, talking, grimace, bending over, and – again – normal breathing.
Sodium chloride (NaCl) particles were generated with a particle generator (Model 8026, TSI Inc.,
Shoreview, MN). The overall FF was measured and recorded for each subject on each donning by a
PortaCount Respirator Fit Tester (Model 8048 TSI Inc., Shoreview, MN) operating with an N95
Companion™. A passing criterion of FF=100 was applied as specified by OSHA for filtering facepieces
(OSHA 29 CFR. 1910.134).

Study Design
Each subject was fit tested in triplicate with each of the two N95 FFRs – unmodified and modified
with the Faceseal. Thus, a total of 10x3x2=60 fit tests were conducted generating 60 FF-values. The
PortaCount software does not display values in excess of 200. In these cases, FF= 201 was recorded
which represents a conservative approach. For each subject and each respirator, an FF arithmetic
average and a standard deviation were calculated. Further, an average value with a standard deviation
was determined across the entire cohort, separately for each respirator. The pass/fail rates were also
quantified. It was verified whether the Faceseal-equipped respirators were more likely to pass the fit test
on the first donning for a given subject. Paired t-test was conducted to examine the difference between
the FF-values averaged from three replicates per subject, which were obtained with the unmodified and
modified devices. Additionally, a two-way ANOVA (FFR at 2 levels and Subject at 10 levels) with n = 3
repetitions per treatment combination was deployed as an alternative analysis. A p-value below 0.05
represented a significant difference.
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RESULTS

F

or the unmodified N95 FFR, the single-donning FF-values ranged from 5 to 174 (with an average per
subject ranging from 13.7±3.1 to 117.7±45.8). For the Faceseal-equipped respirator, the singledonning FFs ranged from 62 to 201 (with a subject-averaged values between 76.0±13.5 and 201.0±0.0).
Only one subject wearing the Faceseal-equipped respirator showed an average FF below the pass/fail
threshold of 100.
The overall FF across the entire cohort increased from 59.8±18.3 for the unmodified respirator to
163.2±27.3 for the Faceseal-equipped version. The data are presented in Figure 2. Regardless of the
analytical method deployed (see Materials and Methods), the difference in FF between unmodified and
Faceseal-equipped respirators was highly significant (p<0.01).
The passing rate increased from 10% (3 out of 30) to 90% (27 out of 30) due to the Faceseal.
Furthermore, all three failures recorded for the Faceseal-equipped FFR occurred with the same subject.
All remaining subjects passed the fit test on the first donning and demonstrated FF>100 in all three
donnings per subject.

Figure 2. The overall fit factors averaged across the hard-to-fit cohort fit tested with 3M 1860 N95
FFRs – unmodified and modified with the Faceseal. The arithmetic average and standard
deviation values are calculated from the data collected with ten test subjects in triplicate (n=30).
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DISCUSSION

T

he above findings are attributed to the ability of the new technology to reduce the faceseal leakage
and thus decrease the aerosol particle penetration into an FFR being fit tested. The findings are
consistent with the results reported on the SWPF for different FFRs which utilized the Faceseal concept
(Gao et al., 2016; Elmashae et al., 2018),
It is important to emphasize that the faceseal modification does not alter the filter or the structure
of the FFR itself, and yet provides for the facepiece to achieve a 90% fit test passing rate for the hard-tofit individuals who had previously failed on the stock version of the same FFR. We note that this was
found for an N95 FFR which is not only commonly used in many US healthcare institutions, but also is
one of the principal respirators in the Strategic National Stockpile (National Academy of Sciences, 2016).
It is acknowledged that the relatively small number of participants being tested, and the use of a
single model of N95 FFR, are both limitations of this pilot study. While our findings on the improvement of
the QNFT outcomes (FF-value and passing rate) obtained for this hard-to-fit cohort appears consistent
and definitive, future studies should be performed with a larger subject pool and respirators representing
various models and manufacturers. Additionally, we believe that it would be useful to conduct a similar
study to examine whether, and how, the Faceseal technology improves the outcomes of the QLFT.
Ultimately, one may consider seeking a NIOSH approval for the Faceseal technology as part of the
respirator to be used in the workplace.

CONCLUSION

T

he study results showed that the novel Faceseal technology significantly improves the outcomes of a
QNFT for N95 wearers who had previously failed an OSHA fit testing on the same FFR model. The
findings demonstrate a major potential of this technology for implementation with various types of filtering
facepieces.
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ABSTRACT

B

ackground: During the COVID-19 pandemic, the pressure on health centers to obtain certified N95
filtering facepiece respirators (N95 FFRs) and the pressure on the FFRs production sector led to a
diversification of FFRs’ supply chains, with the approval of several government authorities.
Objective: The main issue then becomes whether these purchased FFRs are as effective as the FFRs
commonly used in the pre-COVID-19 period.
Methods: The most efficient way is to test these FFRs under normative conditions. The setup used here
allows to measure the pressure drop Δp (mbar) and the filtration efficiency E (%) of FFRs with a constant
85 Liter per minute. However, it would be useful to find visible markers that could indicate a possible
defect (intentional or not) or a possible counterfeit.
Results and conclusions: The performance measurements and visual inspections of 43 types of FFRs
are compared and analyzed in this paper. 35% of the FFRs received in the laboratory have a minimum
filtration efficiency greater than 95%, and 28% have a minimum efficiency less than 80%. The results
show that marks on FFRs are not a clear and precise indicator of the efficiency of the FFR. However, a
visual inspection and a preliminary fit test can identify some ineffective FFRs.
Keywords: COVID-19, filtering facepiece respirator, filtration performance, aerosol, visual
inspection, respirator certification.
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INTRODUCTION

T

he current COVID-19 pandemic has dramatically disrupted research into respiratory protection
devices and transmission routes of a virus such as SARS-CoV-2. This pandemic has, to date, infected
more than 16 million people worldwide (John Hopkins University) and more than 100,000 Canadians,
killing almost 9,000 in the country. At the start of this critical period, health centers had difficulty
resupplying themselves with NIOSH N95-certified filtering facepieces respirators (FFRs). Indeed, due to
the COVID-19 pandemic, the exponential rise in the use of N95 FFRs in healthcare centers has resulted
in a shortage of FFRs and medical masks (COED, 2020).
In Canada, Health Canada (Health Canada, 2020) then stated that FFRs approved under other
certifications and equivalent to N95 FFRs, such as KN95 (Chinese certification) and FFP 2 (European
Certification), can also be used by healthcare workers, if the manufacturer can provide evidence that they
have been tested and meet these appropriate standards. A comparison of filtration performance
measurements according to US, European and Chinese certifications seems to indicate that the FFP 2
and the KN95 are ‘similar’, on paper, with the N95 (Table I). Therefore, health centers then switched
toward KN95 and FFP 2 filtering facepiece respirators. Although the standards are globally equivalent,
under the current difficult circumstances, fraud and defective FFRs could also be part of the FFRs
purchased. One can note that currently the Chinese certifications GB2626-2006 and GB2626-2019 are
both applicable. This summer, it was decided that the implementation of GB2626-2019 alone will be
postponed from July 1st 2020 to July 1st 2021.

Table I. Filtration Performance Information (Efficiency and Pressure Drop) for the United States,
European and Chinese certifications
Certifications
Standard:
FFR
class:
Pressure
drop
(inhalation):
maximum
limit and
conditions
Filter
efficiency:
minimum
limit and
conditions

NIOSH 42CFR84
N95 (United
States)

EN 149-2001

GB2626-2006

GB2626-2019

FFP2
(European)

KN95
(Chinese)

KN95
(Chinese)

343 Pa at
85 Lpm

70 Pa at 30 Lpm,
240 Pa at
350 Pa at
95 Lpm and
85 Lpm
500 Pa after
clogging

210 Pa at
85 Lpm

95% at 85 Lpm
and tested with
NaCl

94% at 95 Lpm
and tested with
NaCl and
paraffin oil

95% at 85 Lpm
and tested with
NaCl

95% at 85 Lpm
and tested with
NaCl

During the very beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, Concordia University's filtration laboratory
was open during the lockdown to use its installation and expertise and to help decision-makers in Quebec
(Canada) in the choice of available FFRs to provide health services. Although our laboratory is not able to
perform certification tests, its expertise in the filtration performance of filtering facepieces and its
installations are unique in Quebec. While the test conditions used in the laboratory are close to the
standards, they differ in some points (Brochot et al, 2020b). The purpose of the tests carried out during
this period were then to compare the filtration performance results of the samples received with those
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obtained for a certified N95 FFR frequently used in our pre-COVID-19 research. The filtration
performance, filtration efficiency and pressure drop measurements, were obtained at initial conditions (i.
e. without loading tests) and without conditioning.
The laboratory tested more than 150 types of FFRs with the intention of comparing all the results.
The FFRs included new imports, expired batches of FFRs, batches certified via different geographical
areas, prototypes from Quebec industries, and FFRs treated for decontamination. Indeed, due to the
shortage, several healthcare institutions have been looking into the retreatment of N95 FFRs via
hydrogen peroxide vapor, UV or heat treatments for example. This study focuses specifically on the FFRs
received which are neither prototypes nor treated FFRs.
This paper first presents the FFRs received, their visual inspection, and then their performance
results. The data are analysed to attempt to determine what information might be used to acquire
qualitative knowledge about FFRs prior to their use.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reception and testing process implemented in the laboratory
The evaluation of FFRs was coordinated by the National Institute of Public Health of Quebec
(INSPQ). The INSPQ received requests for FFR evaluations from various health centers in Quebec.
These evaluations were organized into two parts: the fit test evaluation and filtration performance
measurements. The INSPQ then arranged for a minimum of five samples of FFRs to be sent to Concordia
University's filtration laboratory to provide filtration performance measurements.
Upon receipt of the samples at the laboratory they are recorded, photographed and a visual
inspection was performed. This visual inspection included the description of its design and composition as
well as an integrity check. The samples and their container were photographed and used for identification.
The samples were then tested by measuring the filtration efficiency and the pressure drop with the
experimental test bench described later in this paper. A short test report included the results of three (3)
different samples of the FFR tested, and the average filtration performance (filtration efficiency and
pressure drop). Following completion of the testing, the samples were stored in the laboratory.

Filtering Facepieces received in the laboratory and used in this study
Only FFRs received with at least 3 samples and which are neither prototypes nor treated FFRs,
are presented in this paper. From all of the FFRs received, 43 types of FFRs are used here.
Table II presents the characteristics of these 43 different FFRs. FFRs received at the laboratory
were packaged either in boxes or in bags, with or without marks on it. FFR samples also may or may not
have marks on them. These marks primarily may contain information about the manufacturer, the
instructions and some provide certification information. It should be noted, however, that report of the
classification does not necessarily imply a certified FFR. For example, the indication of ‘N95’ does not
guarantee that the FFR has been N95 certified. According to its certification, it must, among other things,
mention ‘NIOSH’ and the approval number associated with its certification. Likewise the ‘KN95’ mention
does not guarantee that the FFR has been KN95 certified, it should mention ‘GB2626 2006’ or ‘GB2626
2019’. As well as the ‘FFP 2’ indication doesn’t guarantee that the FFR has been FFP 2 certified, it should
mention ‘EN149+A1:2009’. 12 of 13 ‘N95’ FFRs present the ‘NIOSH N95’ indication, 5 of 7 ‘FFP 2’ FFRs
present the mention ‘EN149+A1:2009’, 11 of 19 ‘KN95’ FFRs present ‘GB2626 2006’ and none of them
mentioned the new Chinese standard ‘GB2626 2019’. Given the situation at the beginning of the COVID19 crisis, although some FFR did not seem certified, the tests have been carried out to provide a
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maximum of sufficient information for decision-makers. However, since the information on the boxes or
bags couldn’t be retrieved for all the samples, from here onwards FFRs are identified only with the
information marked on the FFR.
Table II. Description of the FFRs on Receipt
FFR
No.

Description on
receipt

1
Bags of 2 FFRs
2
Bags of 2 FFRs
3
just the samples
4
Bags of 3 FFRs
5
Box of 20 FFRs
6
Box of 20 FFRs
7
Box of 20 FFRs
8
Box of 10 FFRs
9
Box of 20 FFRs
10
Bags of 5 FFRs
11
Bags of 2 FFRs
12
Bags of 4 FFRs
13
Bags of 2 FFRs
14
Bags of 6 FFRs
15
Bags of 1 FFR
16
Bags of 1 FFR
17
just the samples
18
just the samples
19
Bags of 5 FFRs
20
just the samples
21
just the samples
22
Bags of 1 FFR
23
Bags of 2 FFRs
24
Bags of 1 FFR
25
just the samples
26
just the samples
27
Bags of 5 FFRs
28
Bags of 5 FFRs
29
Box of 10 FFRs
30
just the samples
31
just the samples
32
Bags of 1 FFR
33
Box of 50 FFRs
34
Bags of 2 FFRs
35
just the samples
36
just the samples
37
Bags of 1 FFR
38
just the samples
39
just the samples
40
just the samples
41
just the samples
42
just the samples
43
just the samples
√: mentions only the classification,
EN149+A1: 2009,

marks on the box/bag
N95

FFP2
‡
not applicable

√
√
√
√
√

KN95

N95

†
†

‡
†
†
‡
‡

marks on the FFR
FFP2
‡

KN95
√

*
*
*
*
√
*

†

√
‡

‡

√
√

not applicable
not applicable

√

†

not applicable
not applicable
√
not applicable
not applicable
‡
‡
not applicable
not applicable
√
not applicable
not applicable
not applicable
not applicable
not applicable
not applicable
not applicable
not applicable

†
√

*
*
*
√

√
√
√
†
√
†

‡
*

†
√
√
†
√
√
√
†
†

*
*
*

‡

*: mentions NIOSH N95,
‡: mentions the CE standard,
†: mentions the Chinese standard GB2626, 2006

†
†
†
√
†
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In Table II, one can notice that 37% of the FFRs received are marked ‘KN95’, 28% are marked
‘N95’, 7% are marked ‘FFP 2’, 2% are marked both ‘FFP 2’ and ‘N95’, 7% are marked ‘FFP 2’ and ‘KN95’
and 19% of the FFRs received have no marks.
If we assume that these FFRs received by the laboratory are representative of those available by
health centers in Quebec during the first period of the pandemic, one can notice that a third of the FFRs
are marked ‘N95’. Almost half of the FFR are marked ‘KN95’, while only one tenth is marked ‘FFP 2’.

Experimental filtration performance setup
The experimental setup used for measuring the filtration performance of FFRs is presented in
Figure 1. This setup was used in different pre-COVID-19 projects for the study of the filtration
performance of FFRs according to different parameters, in order to get as close as possible to their actual
conditions of use (particle diameter, respiratory simulation and its intensity, relative humidity, etc). These
projects led to the publication of several papers (Bahloul et al, 2014, Mahdavi et al, 2014 and 2015,
Brochot et al, 2015, 2020a and 2020b). This setup was then used to measure the pressure drop Δp
(mbar) and the filtration efficiency E (%) of a filtering facepiece, with a 85 L/min constant flowrate and at
the initial condition (i. e. without loading).

HOTTE
HOTTE

CLEAN ROOM HOOD
Chambre de

CHAMBER
test
PRESSURIZED
AIRPROPRE
AIR
AIR PROPRE

Régulateur
d’humidité

Humidity
Régulateur
regulator
d’humidité

PRESSURIZED
AIR
PROPREAIR
Atomiseur
Atomiseur

Chambre de
test

Qair

Sécheur
Sécheur
Silica
gel
Sécheur
Sécheur

Qair

85 85 Q

kr krNaCl

Qprélèv.
sample

85 85 Q

kr krNaCl6-jet
Atomiseur
Atomiseur

collison

Qprélèv.

AIR PROPRE
Classificateur
électrostatique

Qfiltr.

Caisson de
filtration

Classificateur
Electrostatic
électrostatique
classifier Compteur de
particules

Qfiltr.

Caisson de
Pump
filtration
Pompe

Pompe

Condensation
Compteur de
Particle
Counter
particules

Figure 1. Experimental test bench used to measure the filtering facepiece respirator performance.
The chamber has been designed to provide a controlled environment with a homogeneous and
constant flowrate upstream of the filtering facepiece. The aerosol generation is also constant over time,
homogeneous and controlled over the entire test. The tested FFR is installed on a support plate and
sealed with an adhesive tape.
The test aerosol consists of NaCl particles ranging from 20 nm to 600 nm, and centered at
around 70 nm. This aerosol is generated using a 6-jet Collison nebulizer (CN2425 BGI Inc., Waltham,
MA, USA) filled with an NaCl solution. The aerosol is then brought to a globally neutral charge (Boltzmann
equilibrium) using an 85Kr neutralization source (3054A, TSI Inc., Shoreview, MN, USA). The particles,
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dried and diluted are then sent to the chamber. The relative humidity in the chamber is then measured to
be less than 30%.
The constant flowrate is regulated at 85 L/min and two sample probes (of the same length) are
used to collect the aerosol sample upstream and downstream of the FFR. These same two probes
provide the FFR’s pressure drop measurement.
The pressure drop is measured according to equation (1), using a FLUKE 922 differential
pressure sensor (Fluke corp., Everett, WA, USA). This instrument has a measuring range of ± 40 mbar,
with a reading accuracy of ± 1%, i.e. 0.4 mbar.
(1)
The FFR’s filtration efficiency E is given as a function of the concentrations downstream and
upstream of the FFR following equation (2).
(2)
The aerosol concentration is measured using a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS)
(TSI 3080, TSI 3081, TSI 3087, TSI 3775, TSI Inc., Shoreview, MN, USA). It measures the particle
concentration of an aerosol as a function of the electric mobility diameter. After charging the aerosol
according to a well-known distribution of electrical charges with an X-ray source, the particles pass
through a differential mobility analyser (DMA) and under an electric field. The charged particles are
deflected and a monodispersed and positively charged aerosol then enters into a condensation particle
counter. The particle size is then increased by the condensation phenomenon and detected using a
photodetector. The two sampling probes enable measurements of the concentrations (measured in
number) upstream and downstream of the FFR.

Methodology for filtration performance measurement
For each type of FFR received in the laboratory, the same methodology has been used for its
performance measurement and is presented below.
Each FFR was tested without conditioning. FFRs are well sealed on the support plate in order to
eliminate leaks. After checking the NaCl solution level in the generator and setting the flowrate to
85 L/min (using a TSI 4043 flowmeter), the FFR is installed on the setup and the pressure drop is
measured. During positioning, the higher pressure drop corresponds to the best FFR’s position. It is
therefore sought, and its stability is verified. Using the SMPS, the particle size distributions are then
carried out with the sequence « upstream (3 scans), downstream (3 scans), then upstream (2 scans) ».
The stability is verified by comparing the two upstream. The pressure drop is then checked again, as well
as the flowrate. The FFR is then removed and another FFR is tested according to the same protocol. For
each type of FFR, the results presented in this paper are the mean and the standard deviation of the
three samples (N = 3). The whole performance measurement takes from 20 to 40 minutes for one
sample. The choice of 3 samples is essentially motivated by the measuring time for a proper
measurement of one sample and by the urgency of the situation. Indeed, during the beginning of the
COVID-19, it was important to deliver information as quickly as possible to help decision-makers.
It should be noted that even if this setup is not used as the standard test, it is close to it, although
differing in some aspects. The most important difference is that, unlike standard tests, the efficiency
obtained in this test bench are measurements according to the particle diameter (expressed in electric
mobility), and not a total mass measurement. It shows the difference in FFR efficiency depending on the
particle size.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Visual inspection of the Filtering Facepieces
Visual inspection is used to retrieve information on the samples, regarding their integrity but also
their design and composition. Table III presents a brief description of the different FFRs presented in this
paper.
Of the 43 types of FFRs presented, 77% of FFRs are flat fold FFRs. The remaining 23% of those
received are molded, or ‘preformed’ FFRs. Following the same assumption as above, that the samples
received are representative of FFRs available for the Quebec health centers during the first period of the
pandemic, one can notice that the majority of available FFRs were 'flat fold' FFRs rather than 'molded'
ones.
Also, 65% of the FFRs received include ear loops while 35% have head bands. Approximately
two thirds of the available FFRs used ear loops.

Filtration performance results: filtration efficiencies and pressure drops
Following the methodology and with the test bench presented above, for each type of FFR
received, the pressure drop and filtration efficiency are performed. As an example, the graphs of the
results of two FFRs, FFR number 4 and FFR number 17 are shown in Figure 2 (filtration efficiencies) and
in Figure 3 (pressure drops).
FFR 4 shows very good filtration efficiency, unlike FFR 17. The filtration efficiencies measured for
FFR 4 are all greater than 95% while the minimum efficiency of FFR 17 is 55%. And even more, the
average maximum efficiency of FFR 17 is 80%, much less than the average minimum efficiency of FFR 4.
The most penetrating particle size (MPPS), i. e. the particle size at which the efficiency is minimal, is
different for the two FFRs. While FFR 4 has MPPS less than 100 nm, FFR 17 has MPPS greater than
100 nm. Considering the literature data (Balazy et al., 2006; Huang et al, 2007; Brochot et al., 2019,
2020a and 2020b), these results suggest that FFR 4 may be composed of an 'electret' filter material while
the FFR 17 may use mechanical means to filter the particles. Also, the FFR 4 and FFR 17 have
comparable pressure drops to each other of 0.71 ± 0.00 mbar and 0.81 ± 0.19 mbar, respectively. It can
therefore be noted that although the pressure drops are equivalent, the two FFRs have very different
filtration efficiencies.
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Table III. Description of the FFRs at Their Visual Inspection
FFR
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

flat fold

molded

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

adjustable
nose clip

ear
loops

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

sealed

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

stapled
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

head
bands

X
X
X
X
X
sewn
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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b.
Figure 2. Mean filtration efficiency curves for: a. FFR 4 and b. FFR 17 (N = 3).

Figure 3. Mean pressure drops (with standard deviation) for FFR 4 and FFR 17 (N = 3).

Filtration performance results and comparison
Table IV and Figure 4 present a summary of the performances measured on the 43 types of FFRs tested
in the laboratory during the beginning of the pandemic period.
Table IV and Figure 4 show that 35% of the FFRs received in the laboratory have a minimum filtration
efficiency greater than 95%, or 44% have a minimum filtration efficiency greater than or equal to 95%.
60% of the FFRs have a minimum filtration efficiency greater than 90%, and 28% have a minimum
filtration efficiency less than 80%.
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Table IV. Performance Tests Results
Minimum efficiency
FFR measured (N = 3) in the 20No. 600 nm range
(mean ± standard deviation)
1
95 ± 1 %
2
97 ± 1 %
3
96 ± 0 %
4
95 ± 1 %
5
97 ± 1 %
6
62 ± 1 %
7
96 ± 3 %
8
56 ± 10 %
9
96 ± 1 %
10
97 ± 0 %
11
80 ± 5 %
12
95 ± 1 %
13
89 ± 4 %
14
97 ± 0 %
15
95 ± 1 %
16
51 ± 6 %
17
55 ± 10 %
18
93 ± 3 %
19
96 ± 1 %
20
97 ± 1 %
21
85 ± 1 %
22
93 ± 1 %
23
41 ± 5 %
24
86 ± 3 %
25
87 ± 3 %
26
80 ± 4 %
27
96 ± 1 %
28
78 ± 3 %
29
74 ± 1 %
30
96 ± 1 %
31
97 ± 1 %
32
41 ± 2 %
33
89 ± 1 %
34
94 ± 1 %
35
96 ± 0 %
36
97 ± 0 %
37
94 ± 1 %
38
92 ± 4 %
39
94 ± 1 %
40
94 ± 2 %
41
98 ± 2 %
42
79 ± 32 %
43
59 ± 25 %

MPPS range

Pressure drop (N = 3)
(mean ± standard
deviation)

˂ 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
> 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
> 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
> 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
> 100 nm
> 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
> 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
> 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
> 100 nm
≈ 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
> 100 nm
≈ 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
> 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
˂ 100 nm
> 100 nm
> 100 nm

0.96 ± 0.08 mbar
1.27 ± 0.08 mbar
0.89 ± 0.01 mbar
0.71 ± 0.00 mbar
1.22 ± 0.19 mbar
1.28 ± 0.24 mbar
0.97 ± 0.05 mbar
0.67 ± 0.21 mbar
0.84 ± 0.03 mbar
1.14 ± 0.07 mbar
0.75 ± 0.04 mbar
1.06 ± 0.29 mbar
0.44 ± 0.03 mbar
1.61 ± 0.05 mbar
1.05 ± 0.07 mbar
0.72 ± 0.25 mbar
0.81 ± 0.19 mbar
1.20 ± 0.15 mbar
1.39 ± 0.14 mbar
0.99 ± 0.10 mbar
0.66 ± 0.03 mbar
0.26 ± 0.03 mbar
0.80 ± 0.04 mbar
0.53 ± 0.07 mbar
0.72 ± 0.09 mbar
0.91 ± 0.04 mbar
1.03 ± 0.03 mbar
0.69 ± 0.04 mbar
0.56 ± 0.05 mbar
0.54 ± 0.03 mbar
1.03 ± 0.01 mbar
1.00 ± 0.11 mbar
0.88 ± 0.05 mbar
0.92 ± 0.04 mbar
0.94 ± 0.04 mbar
0.95 ± 0.02 mbar
0.71 ± 0.05 mbar
0.92 ± 0.25 mbar
1.04 ± 0.20 mbar
0.94 ± 0.02 mbar
1.71 ± 0.15 mbar
1.35 ± 0.57 mbar
0.55 ± 0.09 mbar
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a.

b.
Figure 4. Minimum efficiencies (with standard deviation) according to pressure drop (± 0.4 mbar)
a. for the 43 types of FFRs tested, and b. zoom at minimum efficiency values higher than 80%.

For this paper, and to facilitate discussion, FFRs that have minimum efficiencies greater than or
equal to 95% are termed ‘good FFRs', and those with minimum efficiencies less than 80% are termed
'poor quality FFRs'. It can also be noted that only 6 results present minimum efficiency standard
deviations greater than 5%. These results have a minimum efficiency value of less than or equal to 80%.
For this type of FFR, depending on the sample used, the wearer's protection will not be the same, and
therefore its protection cannot be precisely known.
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In the population of ‘good FFRs’ (minimum efficiency ≥ 95%), it is observed that 42% of them are
marked 'N95' (i.e. with standard citation), 26% are marked 'FFP 2', 32% are marked 'KN95' and 11% have
no marks following these certifications. Considering the proportions from the 43 FFRs received, one can
observe that the N95-labeled FFRs generally perform better than KN95-labeled FFRs. However, it should
be noted that due to the wide dispersion of the filtration efficiency results, this difference is not statistically
significant. Also, the fact that there are no markings on the FFR does not necessarily mean that the FFR
is not good. Still in the category of ‘good FFRs’, 95% of those tested have an MPPS below 100 nm. On
the contrary, in the case of the ‘poor quality FFRs’ (minimum efficiency < 80%), 100% of these FFRs
show an MPPS more than or equal to 100 nm. From the literature (Kanaoka et al, 1987; Huang et al,
2007; Kim et al, 2007; Lore et al, 2010), it can be deduced that the majority of ‘good FFRs’ consist of an
‘electret’ medium.
In the population of ‘good FFRs’, 58% are ‘flat fold’ FFRs and 42% are ‘preformed’ FFRs.
Considering the proportions of the 43 FFRs, one can observe that the received molded FFRs are better
than the flat folded FFRs. Also, 47% of FFRs are made up of ear loops and 53% are with head bands.
Considering the proportions from the 43 FFRs, one can observe that FFRs with head bands are more
likely to perform better than FFRs with ear loops. Also, one should note that, according to the CDC (CDC,
2020a), FFRs made up of ear loops ’have difficulty achieving good fit’. This is also one of the criteria cited
by the CDC to identify possible counterfeits of FFRs: they consider that an FFR that has ear loops instead
of head bands may be counterfeit (CDC, 2020b).
It should be noted that 43 types of FFRs were analysed in this article, which represents a large
amount of data to perform and process. Regardless, 43 different sample types do not provide a
comprehensive view of the huge array of FFRs that came to the market during this period. However,
these results demonstrate that the manufacturers’ proclamations should be put into perspective with the
actual filtration performance of FFRs.

CONCLUSION

D

uring the pandemic period, the use of FFRs has exploded around the world, making the production,
availability, and acquisition of FFRs difficult. Health Canada's opening up to certified FFRs from other
parts of the world has helped to limit pressure on this sector. However, the results of different samples
obtained by some laboratories, including our laboratory, showed that some of these FFRs did not meet
the requirements. The CDC and Health Canada, among others, once alerted to defects and counterfeits
masks found on various masks, then recalled the goods after testing for non-compliance (Government of
Canada, 2020; CDC, 2020b; HSE, 2020; Ippolito et al, 2020).
This paper reports the outcomes of experimental work which investigated the filtration
performance of 43 different filtering facepieces respirators received during the beginning of the pandemic
period. The question raised in this paper is whether, through visual inspection, it is possible to derive
simple but useful information to understand the filtration performance of FFRs.
First, one can see that the majority of FFRs come from the Asian region. The results show that
marks on the FFRs, regardless of the written certification, are not conclusive with regards to their
efficiencies. It can also be seen that it is impossible, with simple visual inspection, to determine which
samples are effective, counterfeit, or which samples contain manufacturing defects, intentional or not.
First, a visual inspection makes it possible to verify that the markings on the FFRs correspond to the
certifications’ requirements. Also, it appears that a visual inspection could help us know if the fit test could
be negative. Indeed, according to the CDC, FFRs with ‘ear loops’ have difficulty achieving a good fit ’and
may be counterfeit’. It therefore seems important in the evaluation of an FFR to first carry out a fit test
study, then to test the filtration performance of the FFR.
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However, it is important to note that the results presented here are the FFR filtration performance,
and do not reflect its performance during actual use. Installation of the FFR and leaks during use are not
taken into account in these tests. To use FFR correctly, wearers must have usage information, follow
training sessions and pass a fit test.
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The International Society for Respiratory Protection Biennial Conference 2024

ANNOUNCEMENT

The European Section of the International Society for Respiratory
Protection regrets to announce that owing to the uncertainties around
resumption

of

normal

business

after

COVID-19,

the

Oxford

conference will be delayed to 22nd September – 26th September 2024,
and will be held as originally planned at Pembroke College, Oxford
University, Oxford, United Kingdom.

More details will follow in subsequent communications.
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